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Abstract The Na density variations in the E region have been studied over the past few decades. Although
considerable progress in understanding and in modeling the metal layer observations has been made, Na
density features above 100 km have yet to be explained. Various studies have linked them to the Na+
variations, a major reservoir for Na in E region. But the lack of comprehensive modeling investigations and of
wind and temperature observations prevents further understanding on this important ion-neutral coupling
topic. In this study, we conduct a numerical simulation on the summer time Na density behavior in the
midlatitude E region, where both the ion density and the neutral atmosphere are modulated by tidal and
gravity waves. Simulation results show good agreement with Na lidar measurements and reveal that
atmospheric waves can transport Na upward to generate Na layers and variations in E region considerably.
The vertical wind component of the large amplitude tidal wave can extend the Na layer above 120 km into
the thermosphere. The simulation also demonstrates that the modulation of large amplitude gravity (GW)
wave can generate small-scale sporadic Na layers (Nas) in the E region. Finally, eddy diffusion enhancement in
the GW saturation process can signiﬁcantly alter the Nas spatial and temporal structures.

Plain Language Summary This new model reveals that the mysterious variations of metal Na layer
near the boundary of Earth neutral atmosphere are closely related to the disturbances near the surface of
the earth within the troposphere.
1. Introduction
The formation of the mesospheric Na layer has been studied through decades of observations by the groundbased Na lidars (Clemesha, Simonich, et al., 2004; Gardner et al., 2005; She et al., 2000 and Yuan et al., 2012)
and global sampling through satellites (Fussen et al., 2010; Gumbel et al., 2007). The classical Na chemistry
theory, coupled with climatology of neutral dynamics in the mesopause region (80–105 km), is able to explain
the layer’s seasonal variations and global distribution (Marsh et al., 2013; Plane, 2004). Many observations
show the Na layer can extend upward to 120 km and above (Gao et al., 2015; Höffner & Friedman, 2004;
Liu et al., 2016), which is contrary to typical layer morphology. The mechanisms behind the Na variations
in the E region above ~100 km, where Na+ is a major reservoir for Na atoms, are not well understood at all.
Early theoretical studies on Na chemistry in the mesopause region suggest that Na ion-molecular chemistry
controls the Na production in E region through several multibody chemical reactions (Cox & Plane, 1998;
Plane, 2004; Plane et al., 1999), involving Na+ and major ionosphere species, such as NO+ and O2+. The rates
of some of these important reactions are found to be quite sensitive to the temperature and atmospheric
density variations in the E region, implicating the potential tidal effects on Na variation above ~95 km where
the amplitude of tidal horizontal wind increases considerably to the magnitude of the mean ﬂow. On the
other hand, recent investigations of tidal period effects on Na densities revealed that these Na density perturbations may not be entirely induced by the direct tidal wave modulations in the lower E region (Yuan
et al., 2012).
The sporadic sodium layer (Nas), described as a sharp enhancement of atomic Na in the mesopause region
with the layer’s vertical distribution of merely a few km (Clemesha, 1995; von Zahn & Hansen, 1988), exempliﬁes the complexity of Na variations in the E region. There are two main observational conclusions of Nas
studies. First, Nas has strong seasonal variations with occurrence rates highest in summer and lowest in
winter (Dou et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2007; Yuan, Wang, et al., 2014). Second, both Nas and sporadic E layer
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(Es) show downward progression most of the time, implicating their close relation to the tidal and/or gravity
waves. The most widely accepted mechanism of Nas above 100 km is the neutralization of the elevated Na+
within a sporadic E layer (Daire et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2006, 2007; Yuan, Wang, et al., 2014). This mechanism is quite feasible within the lower E region, especially below 100 km, as the Es travels to lower altitude,
where the surrounding atmospheric density and pressure increase dramatically. Indeed, Plane et al. (1999)
“pushed” an intense ion layer downward mathematically below 100 km in an Na chemistry model, and a
sporadic Na layer was formed out of the Es. However, the formation of the Na layer/cloud above 100 km in
the thermosphere reported around the globe (Clemesha, Batista, et al., 2004; Gao et al., 2015; Liu et al.,
2016; Sarkhel et al., 2012) is puzzling, while the existing models currently do not generate these Na structures
in the thermosphere. The Na ion-molecular chemistry in the literatures limits the Na+ neutralization above
this altitude; thus, other mechanisms have to play signiﬁcant roles in the Na variations in the E region, unless
the current metal chemistry is missing some critical reactions. The investigation on this eminent feature is not
only important to the understanding of the dynamic and chemical processes it implicates but also could
enable the resonant ﬂuorescence lidar to measure the much needed neutral winds and temperature proﬁles
in the E region directly (Krueger et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) at certain locations.
Strong Na variations in E region, including Nas, have also been frequently observed by the Utah State
University (USU) Na lidar during summer months over the years of operating at Logan, Utah (42°N, 112°W)
(Yuan, Wang, et al., 2014). Figure 1 shows a couple of examples captured by the lidar Es/Nas campaign during
summer 2013. In both cases, the Na layer can be seen extending near or above 110 km. The one observed on
UT day 160 (9 June) with peak density ~ 200/cm3 shows continuous downward propagation of the Nas during
the ﬁrst half of the night. The other event on the night of UT day 155 (4 June), which had a peak density over
400/cm3, was clearly modulated by a gravity wave with period of about 1 h.
To comprehensively investigate the Na variations in the ionosphere E region, it is necessary to build a
numeric model that includes both chemistry and ion-neutral dynamics within this region. In this paper
we utilize the classic chemical model of Na (Plane, 2004), combined with the dynamic transport effects
induced by atmospheric tidal and gravity waves, to investigate the Na layer behavior during summer in midlatitude E region. After we established the modiﬁed Na chemistry model, we introduce tidal waves into the
model to set up the standard 24 h variations of background neutral winds, densities, and temperatures,
which are altering the Na chemical reaction rates. By changing the tidal amplitudes, we study the contributions of tidal waves to the Na variations. To investigate the Na variations induced by the small-scale GW
dynamics, a large amplitude gravity wave (GW) is forced in the stratosphere and later becomes saturated
within the E region. The role of eddy diffusion coefﬁcient in altering vertical and horizontal transport is also
studied and discussed in this simulation. The article has the following outline. Section 2 provides the
detailed information on the setup of this Na model, including the chemical, ionization, and transport processes involved. Section 3 presents results and the associated discussions, followed by the summary and
conclusions in section 4.

2. Modeling Midlatitude E Region Na Variations
2.1. Numerical Framework
Similar to the model work by Carter and Forbes (1999) on the spatial and temporal evolution of Fe and Fe+ in
E region above Arecibo (18°N, 67°W geographic; 30°N, 2°E geomagnetic), we establish and solve the system
of continuity equations for neutrals and ions associated with the Na density variations in the E region:


∂NM
→
¼ SM þ PM  LM  ∇ • NM v ;
∂t

(1)

where NM represents the number density of neutral or ion that are studied and t is time in universal time (UT).
SM is the source function for the species studied. For example, the Na injection rate due to meteor ablation
works as the source function when solving the Na variations. PM and LM are the production and loss terms,
respectively, due to chemical reactions and ionization processes. The last term on the right-hand side of
→
equation (1) represents the density variation due to dynamic transport, where v is the transport velocity
→
→
that can be either v i for ion transport or v n for neutral transport, which are calculated separately.
CAI ET AL.
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Figure 1. The Na variations and the sporadic Na layers in the E region observed by the USU Na Lidar at Logan, UT [42°N,
112°W] on the nights of (a) UT day 160 (9 June) and (b) UT day155 (4 June) in 2013.

Our early model results examined the possibility of metal ion chemistry participating in the creation of elevated neutral Na densities in the E region above 100 km. The thesis is that sporadic E layers with elevated
Na+ could recombine and leave behind Na above 100 km. This is proven not to be the case in this study.
The downward propagating tidal wind shear creates enhanced ion layers that charge exchange with any neutral metal at higher altitudes. The metals remain ionized as the ion layer descends with the prevailing descent
of the tidal wind shear. Eventually, below 95 km, Na+ can be more easily be converted to NaO+ and other
molecular ions for quick recombination with electrons, as in Plane et al. (1999). As a result, the ion chemistry
of the descending ion layers is a removal mechanism of the Na above 100 km as the layer sweeps out any
existing neutral metals. Therefore, we examine the effect of dynamic transport on the main Na layer as a
mechanism to generate elevated layers and plumes of the neutral Na above 100 km.
For the Na chemistry, Na ion-molecular chemistry and photochemistry are the dominant mechanisms in the E
region (Cox & Plane, 1998). Following Plane (2004), we focus on three main species: Na, Na+, and NaHCO3,
which contribute the most to the Na chemistry. We solve their continuity equations in the altitude range
between 70 km and 129 km. As for other related minor species, such as NaOH and NaO+, they are solved
using chemical equilibrium without transport during the course of major species calculations. We have tested
this assumption by comparing results with the fully dynamic model calculations. This saves calculation time
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without losing the ﬁdelity of the model results. All the chemical reactions involved and the associated reaction rates can be found in Table A1 of Plane (2004), which are also listed in the Appendix section of this paper.
The chemistry part of this model is identical to Plane (2004) equations (2)–(4). In this numerical simulation, the
densities of other major atmospheric species involved, such as N2 O2, O, and H, are from the NRLMSISE-00
(Picone et al., 2002). Densities of H2, CO2, H2O, and O3 are adopted from the work by Anderson et al.
(1986), while the densities of NO+ and O2+ are based on the International Reference Ionosphere 2012
(Bilitza et al., 2014). The electron density is calculated as the sum of charge from all ions under the assumption
of quasi-neutrality.
As mentioned earlier, we include transport in both vertical and horizontal directions in the last term of
→

equation (1) because the magnitude of horizontal gradient of mass ﬂux (NM v t) is comparable with vertical
gradient of mass ﬂux. Here for either ion or neutral species, we simplify horizontal transport as

vx

dv y
dNM
dv x
dNM
þ NM
þ vy
þ NM
;
dx
dx
dy
dy

(2)

while in vertical direction, we use a ﬂux-corrected algorithm to permit steeper gradients in the species densities. The subindexes of x and y in the above equation represent zonal and meridional direction, respectively.
The horizontal density gradients of Na, Na+, and NaHCO3 in this study are adopted from the investigation on
the global mesospheric Na layer variations and distributions by the WACCM-Na model (Marsh et al., 2013).
For the neutrals, such as Na and NaHCO3, their transport velocities are the combination of background
neutral wind, eddy diffusion, and molecular diffusion.

v n ¼ u  k zz

1 1
1
þ ∇T þ
∇NM
H T
NM




 DM

1
1
1
þ ∇T þ
∇NM
HM T
NM


(3)

u is the background neutral wind vector. Kzz is eddy diffusion coefﬁcient from the WACCM-Na (Marsh et al.,
kT
is the atmosphere scale height, where T is the neutral temperature, m is average mass of
2013). H ¼ mg

atmospheric molecule, and g = 9.5m2/s2 is the gravity acceleration. As for molecular diffusion coefﬁcient,
which dominates above the turbopause, our calculations are based on Banks and Kockarts (1973):
DM ¼

kT
;
mM ðv in þ v nn Þ

(4)

where mM is the mass of the neutral species modeled, such as Na or NaHCO3, and HM ¼ mkT g is the scale
M
height of the neutral species of interest. vin and vnn are the collision frequency of ion-neutral and neutralneutral. Again, based on Banks and Kockarts (1973),
"

1:8
v in ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
AðA þ 28Þ

• nN

2

1:83
þ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
AðA þ 32Þ

• nO

2

1:80091
þ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
AðA þ 16Þ

• nO

#
 1014 ;

(5)

A is the averaged metal ion atomic mass. For example, A = 23 for Na+.
The neutral-neutral collision frequency is calculated as vnn = n0sV12, where n0 is the ambient atmosphere density surrounding the studied minor neutral species (Na/NaHCO3). s = fπ(r1 + r2)2 is the collision cross section,
with f as the correction factor for the rigid sphere model. r1 and r2 are the effective diameters of neutral species atom (minor species such as Na) and ambient species atom, such as N2 and O2. Overall, f1/2(r1 + r2)
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8kT
= 3 × 108cm represents the effective radius Banks and Kockarts (1973). V 12 ¼ πm
is deﬁned as the average
M
relative speed between the minor neutral species and the atmospheric molecule. Again, we only consider
diffusion process in the vertical direction because, for neutral minor species, the term N1M ∇NM (see
equation (3)) in horizontal direction is found to be much smaller than that in vertical direction.
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As for transport velocity of Na+, the calculations are based on the equation (5.23) in Schunk and Nagy (2009).
In the E region, because the ion transport velocity is subsonic (less than 333 m/s) and the electric ﬁeld in
midlatitude can be approximated as zero (Mathews, 1998), we can simplify equation (5.23) in Schunk and
Nagy (2009) as

!
∇pi  NM mi g  eNM !
v i  B ¼ NM mi νin

•

! !
vi  u ;

(6)

where the partial pressure of ions satisﬁes pi = NMkTi and NM is the Na+ density in solving the ion equations. Ti
is the ion temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, and B is the magnetic ﬁeld. mi represents the mass of Na+.
Then, this equation can be divided into three equations with three unknown terms: the ion transport
velocities in x, y, and z directions can be related as


A1  D v iy Bz  v iz By ¼ ðv ix  UÞ

(7)



A2  Dðv iz Bx  v ix Bz Þ ¼  v iy  V

(8)



A3  D v ix By  v iy Bz ¼ ðv iz  W Þ;

(9)

where (∇xp)/NMmivin = A1, (∇yp)/NMmivin = A2, (NMmig + ∇zp)/NMmivin = A3, and D = e/mivin. U, V, and W are
the zonal, meridional, and vertical wind, respectively. Thus, by solving equations (7)–(9), we can get the ion
transport velocity components in z, x, and y directions. Notice that, here, as we did in neutral transport, we
only consider ion diffusion in the vertical direction.
In addition to the solution in z direction, the eddy diffusion effect also has to be included in the ion vertical
transport velocity in the E region as well due to the relatively high atmospheric density (Plane, 2004).
Therefore, the total ion transport velocity in z direction is written as
v iz ¼ v izu þ v izd þ v izG þ v ized ;

where

v izu ¼

Ur cos IV sin I cos Iþð1þ sin2 IÞW
1þr 2

(10)

is the vertical ion drift velocity that is controlled

2
sin2 I
mainly by the background horizontal neutral wind and the magnetic ﬁeld inclination. v izd ¼ r þ
1þr 2



kT i dNM
mi v in NM dz

þ

k dT i
mi v in dz



2
sin2 I
is the vertical ion transport velocity due to ion diffusion. v izG ¼ r þ
1þr 2



g
1
v in is the vertical ion transport velocity due to gravity. v ized ¼ k zz H

þ

1 dT
T dz

þ

1 dNM
NM dz



is the eddy

diffusion induced vertical transport. Notice that the ﬁrst three terms are directly solved through equations (7)–(9). r ¼

mþ v in
eB is the ratio of ion-neutral collision frequency to ion gyrofrequency. m+ is the

average ion mass based on the aforementioned A, the averaged metal ion atomic mass, and e is the elementary charge. The components of magnetic ﬁeld B in midlatitude are mainly in z and y directions:
B = B0(0, cosI,  sin I). The negative sign in z component is because, in this simulation, we use Cartesian
coordinate (x, y, z), while B is in (y, x, z) in Schunk and Nagy (2009). Thus, we need to consider this sign
adjustment when we solve the equations in Cartesian coordinate in this simulation. Based upon the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field, the inclination angle I is about 66° and average magnetic ﬁeld
is around 5 × 104nT in the E region above Logan, Utah.
For the solutions of ion transport in zonal and meridional directions, we only consider the horizontal advection due to the horizontal wind and, again, ignore the diffusion process in horizontal direction. Therefore, we
further simply the solutions in y and x directions as
v iy ¼

CAI ET AL.
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Figure 2. The proﬁles of (left) eddy diffusion coefﬁcient, (middle) molecule coefﬁcient, and the (right) Na injection rate that
are applied in the model. Both the eddy diffusion coefﬁcient proﬁle and Na injection rate proﬁles are adopted from the
WACCM-Na (Marsh et al., 2013). The molecule coefﬁcient proﬁle is calculated based on equation (4) in section 2.1.

v ix ¼ U 

v iy sin I v iz cos I

r
r

(12)

From these results, we can see that, in the lower E region (r ≫ 1), the meridional and zonal transport velocities
are almost the same as the meridional and zonal wind, which is expected because of the large ion-neutral
collision frequency and dominance of eddy diffusion process. The gradient of ion and neutral transport velocity can all be expressed in terms of the gradient of background wind, which can be obtained based on the
hybrid outputs from Climatological Tide Model of Thermosphere (CTMT) (see model details in Oberheide &
Forbes, 2008 and Oberheide et al., 2011) and monthly climatological means from the Hamburg Model of
the Neutral and Ionized Atmosphere (HAMMONIA) (Schmidt et al., 2006).
With these solutions of ion and neutral transport velocities, each continuity equation is then solved by ﬁnite
difference method with time step 0.1 s and altitude resolution 1 km. The altitude domain is from 70 km to
129 km. The total running time is 24 h from 0:00 UT to 24:00 UT. For the Na photochemistry included in this
model simulation at Logan, Utah, the daytime is set from 0:00UT to 3:00 UT and 12:00 UT to 24:00 UT, and
nighttime is deﬁned from 3:00 UT to 12:00 UT (09:00 p.m. LT to 06:00 a.m. LT). As shown in Figure 2, the source
function in this study, along with the vertical proﬁle of eddy diffusion coefﬁcient, is adopted from the
WACCM-Na study (Marsh et al., 2013). The climatological conditions in this simulation are those of 15 June,
and the location is Logan, UT (42°N, 112°W), where the USU Na lidar is located and the full diurnal cycle Na
climatology of monthly mean and tidal period perturbations are established. For example, the initial values
of Na in this model simulation are obtained from this mesosphere and lower thermosphere Na climatology
in the month of June (Yuan et al., 2012). With the E region background conditions established through the
above efforts, we apply Na chemistry and the dynamic transport into the model to simulate the Na and
Na+ productions in the midlatitude E region. We have to point out that, most likely due to the uncertainties
in Na source function and vertical transport processes (such as eddy diffusion coefﬁcient) adopted from
WACCM-Na, the simulation results are not self-consistent.
2.2. The Description of Tidal and Gravity Waves
The effects of tides on Na density above 95 km include transport of the involved atmospheric species as well
as tidal wave-induced perturbations of atmospheric density, temperature, and pressure that alter the chemical reaction rates. As discussed earlier, based on the combination of CTMT and HAMMONIA, we are able to
produce the monthly climatological time and altitude dependencies of vertical and horizontal winds,
atmospheric density, and temperature in the E region by adding the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal wave
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Figure 3. Twenty-four-hour variations of (top left) temperature, (top right) zonal wind, (bottom left) meridional wind, and
(bottom right) vertical wind between 95 km and 129 km, which are constructed by adding standard CTMT tidal components on top of the HAMMONIA monthly mean climatological values. The black line stands for the positive value, while the
gray line stands for the negative value. The unit of winds is m/s, while the temperature is in Kelvin.

components on top of the monthly mean as two cosine functions, respectively. The monthly mean vertical
wind in E region is assumed to be zero. Figure 3 shows the 24 h variations of temperature and winds
generated by this hybrid approach. The dominance of semidiurnal tide modulation is the prominent
feature in the E region above USU location. The tidal outputs of CTMT have been compared with the Na
Lidar observations, and the comparison shows good agreement in the seasonal variations (Yuan, She,
et al., 2014). However, the model underestimates the tidal amplitude considerably due to the inherent
temporal and spatial smoothing within climatological models. Thus, the scenario of standard tidal output
(1× standard tidal amplitude) is considered as weak tide condition. To explore the effects of increasing
tidal amplitude on the E region Na variations, we use 1× and 5× the standard CTMT tidal amplitude in our
numeric simulation to represent the weak and strong tidal modulation scenarios, respectively. For
example, the standard CTMT zonal wind semidiurnal amplitude near 110 km is ~20 m/s in June, while
5× CTMT amplitude would increase it to close to 100 m/s, which is still a reasonable value. Following
the same approach, the atmospheric density variations in this simulation are derived from the combination
of CTMT relative density outputs and the daily mean atmospheric density proﬁle from NRLMSISE-00 on
15 June. As we stated earlier, the ion densities, especially long-lived Na+, will be inﬂuenced signiﬁcantly
by tidal horizontal wind due to the fact that vertical ion drift, within the total ion vertical transport
velocity, is altered considerably by zonal and meridional winds.
In addition to the tidal wave modulations, the GW behavior in the lower thermosphere becomes quite complex, as they can become unstable, saturate and break in this region, causing vigorous changes in temperature and wind ﬁelds. Fritts and Alexander (2003) provided the dispersion relations of GW propagating
between the troposphere and thermosphere. Later, Vadas and Fritts (2005) presented the detailed description of the high frequency GWs (period less or equal than 1 h) that penetrate high into the thermosphere.
Instead of dominated by eddy diffusion process, these GWs are damped and dissipated by molecular
viscosity and thermal diffusivity in the thermosphere. However, based on Vadas and Fritts (2005), if these
high-frequency GWs are able to reach the upper thermosphere (120–250 km), their amplitudes in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) should be very small (vertical wind around 104 to 103 m/s) to avoid
saturation and the associated wave breaking in the MLT due to the convective instability. Thus, we can ignore
their contributions in this simulation. The long-period inertial gravity waves have difﬁculty reaching above
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100 km (Tsuda, Nishida, & Rocken, 2000) due to their relatively slow vertical phase velocity that make them
quite sensitive to atmosphere dissipation. On the other hand, the signatures of medium-frequency GWs
(MFGWs) are frequently observed in the lower E region by the USU Na lidar (Cai et al., 2014; Yuan et al.,
2016). Their prominent signatures can also be found in E region ionosonde data (Figure 1 in Yuan et al.,
2013). Therefore, a 1 h GW modulation is added in this simulation to study the contributions from the
MFGW perturbation and its saturation process.
As pointed out by Fritts (1984), once the background Brunt-Vaisala frequency, N, and the GW horizontal
phase speed c are determined, for MFGW, the vertical wave number, mz, can be described as
m2 z ¼

N2

(13)

ðU  cÞ2

U is the background horizontal wind projected on the GW propagation direction. We set the GW vertical wind
perturbation as
w 0 ¼ F ∙ expððz  z 0 Þ=2HÞ ∙ expðk H x þ mz ðz  z0 Þ  k H ct Þ;

(14)

where z0 is the initial altitude that GW is generated. H is the atmospheric scale height, kH is the horizontal
wave number, F is the constant related to the initial forcing of the GW source, c is the GW horizontal phase
speed, and x is the horizontal distance the GW propagates.
Following Fritts and Alexander (2003), we calculate the GW horizontal wind perturbation for MFGWs as
0

uH ¼ mz w 0 =k H ;

(15)

and the associated pressure perturbation can be written as
p0 ¼ cgz w 0 ¼ 

ω 0
w;
mz

(16)

where cgz is the vertical group velocity. The associated GW temperature perturbation can be derived from
equation (18) in Fritts and Alexander (2003)


T 0 ¼ iu0 H N T =g;

(17)



where T is the mean temperature and g is the gravitational acceleration (g = 9.5 m/s2) in lower E region.
Equation (17) implies that the temperature perturbation, which lags the vertical wind perturbation by π2
0
due to the adiabatic process, should lead the horizontal wind perturbation, uH , by π2. This relation has been
demonstrated in the lidar observation of a 2 h MFGW by the USU Na Lidar (Cai et al., 2014). Notice that equation (17) is not only suitable for the MFGW but can also be applied for other GWs because the temperature
perturbation is related to the vertical wind perturbations through the adiabatic process of the atmosphere.
As described in Fritts (1984), when the GW temperature amplitude increases and results in N2 < 0, the GW will
become saturated. Its amplitude stops growing and begins to decay propagating upward until the GW
approaches a critical level, where the GW horizontal phase speed equals the component of the background
horizontal wind projected onto the GW propagation direction. At the same time, the energy and momentum
carried by the waves deposit into the background atmosphere and alter the mean ﬂow. To address the decay
of the GW amplitude during the saturation process, we use the equations (24) and (26) in Fritts (1984).
0

w 0 ¼ w s expðmd ðz  zs ÞÞ

md ¼

1
3 ∂!
u =∂z
 !
2H 2 u  c

(18)

(19)

Equation (18) shows that the vertical wind perturbation decays above the saturation altitude and the decay
factor, md, can be written as equation (19). Here w0 s is the vertical wind amplitude at the saturation altitude, zs.
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Figure 4. The temporal and spatial variations of the simulated Na with (a) standard 1× CTMT tidal amplitude and with (b)
5× CTMT tidal amplitude.

More importantly, in this GW saturation process within this simulation, Fritts (1984) indicated that vigorous
eddy diffusion will occur when the GWs are becoming saturated. Like the vertical wind shear, the variation
of eddy diffusion in altitude can also cause considerable variation in the vertical transportation velocity of
Na (see the second term in equation (3)). Thus, the eddy diffusion coefﬁcient implemented at and above
the GW saturation level will no longer be the steady-state climatological one adopted from WACCM, but it
must be calculated following equation (33) in Fritts (1984), which we repeat here

4 

kH !
u c
1
3 ∂!
u =∂z
k zz ¼

2H 2 !
N3
u c

(20)

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Effects Due To Tidal Waves
As mentioned earlier, we run the simulation with 1× and 5× tidal amplitudes provided by CTMT to represent
the weak and strong tidal wave scenarios so that the tidal waves’ contributions to the E region Na variations
can be addressed. As shown in Figure 4, under the standard tidal wave condition (Figure 4a), the Na variations
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are quite calm and appear to be merely some extension of the main mesospheric Na layer, and no signiﬁcant
layer formation occurs. The faint layer structure near 105 km is mainly due to the peak altitude in the injection
rate proﬁle of the Na source function (Figure 2). Above 100 km, the gradually increasing of Na density during
the second half of the night culminates near 12:00 UT (sunrise) near 105 km with peak density as high as
~50/cm3, signiﬁcantly less than the peak density of Nas observed by the Na lidar. It is worth noting that
model’s Na density outputs are proportional to the initial Na proﬁle, which, in this case, is the multiyear
monthly climatology that may be less dense than the actual Na layer during the lidar observations. Such
Na density variations are mostly due to the changing of photochemistry reaction (R34 in the Appendix) that
is greatly weakened during the night because of the dramatically decreasing of solar radiation. The decreasing of solar radiation also triggers the dramatic drop in NO+ and O2+ densities in the E region, which are
crucial for the major Na ionization processes (R20 and R21 in Appendix), weakening Na ionization even
further. After sunrise, the process reverses, causing the decrease of Na density in E region during the day.
The Na density starts to increase again after sunset. Overall, the weak tidal wave modulation does not
generate much Na variation beyond a static state calculation.
Turning to the scenario with 5× tidal amplitude in Figure 4b, the large amplitude tidal waves change the E
region Na behavior dramatically. The strong tidal wave modulation, especially the semidiurnal tide that
dominates the midlatitude, generates two Na density enhancements with layer structure in the E region
during the 24 h cycle: one layer happening in the second half of the night, the other weaker one occurring
in the noon and early afternoon period. As discussed earlier, the weaker enhancement during the daytime
is most likely due to the strong Na photo chemical reaction and increasing NO+, O2+ densities that accelerate Na ionization. The two large-scale layer structures clearly demonstrate the tidal wave characteristics
with downward phase progression. The strong converging of Na atoms due to large tidal amplitude also
generates two Na depletion zones between 95 km and 105 km during the ﬁrst half of the night and
around late morning or noon period, respectively, with Na density near or even less than 1/cm3. Thus, if
Na atoms get converged into small temporal and spatial scale Nas during these two periods within this
altitude range, possibly due to some small-scale dynamic activities, they could be easily detected by Na
lidar because of the extremely low Na background. For example, the source function-induced thin Na layer
around 04:00 UT near 105 km appears to be farther away from the main layer and becomes more visible in
this large tidal wave scenario than it does in the standard tide condition, even though its peak density is
slightly less than that in Figure 4a. Intriguingly, these two periods of the day indeed have the most Nas
events reported (Yuan, Wang, et al., 2014).
This simulation also indicates that the large horizontal wind shear due to the strong tidal wave leads to large
vertical ion drift and shear, causing the convergence of Na+ and, possibly, the formation of Es. It is worth noting that converged Na+ density in both 1× and 5× conditions has peaks of 2,000/cm3 and 3,000/cm3, respectively, and the Na+ density should be less than 10% in the Es peak density. Following this, we can deduce that
the total metal ion is around 103/cm3 to 104/cm3 in the simulation, which is in good agreement with the ion
density observation reported by Kopp (1997).
The monthly climatology of Na density (Yuan et al., 2012), established on the multiyear full diurnal cycle Na
lidar observations, provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the model results. Utilizing the lidar-observed
monthly mean Na density in June and the lidar-observed tidal period perturbations of Na density during the
same month, we reconstruct the Na density diurnal cycle variation in June. Figure 5 shows the comparisons
between the observed Na climatology and the simulation results at four E region altitudes: 95 km, 100 km,
105 km, and 110 km. Because of the low signal/noise ratio of the Na lidar daytime measurement above
100 km, inducing large uncertainties in the ﬁtting results, we only compare the model results at 105 km
and 110 km with the 6-night averaged lidar Na density data taken in June 2012 at these two altitudes. As
the ﬁgure shows, within the main layer (below 100 km), the reconstructed Na observation and model results
show similar variations with two troughs around midnight and noon/early afternoon, respectively. Looking at
the 6-night averaged Na variation at 100 km, it shows slight increasing of Na density with the rate less than
those demonstrated in the reconstructed and the model. At 95 km, the observed 6-night averaged Na even
demonstrates a decreasing trend overnight. Again, the dissipation of Na over time in this simulation is most
likely due to the uncertainties in some of the important parameters that are adopted from the other models,
such as Na source function and eddy diffusion coefﬁcient, making the simulation not self-consistent. The
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Figure 5. Comparisons among the reconstructed lidar-observed Na variations based on Na climatology (blue), the model
simulated Na variations (red) and the 6-night averaged nighttime Na variations observed by the Na lidar in June 2012
(green), at 95 km, 100 km, 105 km, and 110 km. Due to relatively low S/N during the lidar daytime observations, the ﬁtting
and reconstruction of the daytime Na variations are questionable above 100 km, thus not presented in this ﬁgure.

comparison between the model results and the averaged nocturnal lidar Na density measurements show
good agreement in E region above 100 km, both of which indicate increasing Na density during the night.
3.2. Effects Due To GW in Weak Tidal Wave Condition
Based on the simulation results under various tidal amplitudes, it is evident that, because of their large spatial
and temporal scales, the tidal waves have limited contribution to those lidar-observed sharp Na enhancements in Nas events directly. However, through their modulations of temperature and horizontal wind ﬁelds,
they could set up the atmospheric conditions that allow the propagations of some small-scale GWs into the E
region. These GWs, with their quickly increasing amplitudes and their strong interactions with the ﬂow, could
potentially facilitate the formation of Nas. Modulations with GW periods have been frequently observed in
other E region measurements (Yuan et al., 2013). To investigate the role of GW modulations in the E region
Na variations, we set up a simulation by adding a GW modulation in our Na model under the standard
CTMT tidal amplitude condition. Here to have a direct comparison with the lidar observations on 4 June 2013
(Figure 1b), the GW is set up to propagate into E region during the ﬁrst half of the night. In addition, instead of
utilizing the monthly Na climatological proﬁle in June, we apply the Na proﬁle at 3.5 UT on 4 June 2013 as the
model’s initial Na values. The GW is chosen to have a horizontal phase speed of 80 m/s with a period of 1 h
(horizontal wavelength is 288 km) and propagates in the northward direction. The horizontal wind variation
in this simulation shows that the meridional wind is always less than the horizontal phase speed of this GW in
the E region. Thus, this northward-propagating GW does not meet the critical level in the E region throughout
the simulation. The source altitude is chosen to be at 30 km, and the initial vertical wind amplitude is 0.003 m/s.
Compared with much slower modulations by the tidal waves, GW contributes to the E region nocturnal Na
variations mostly through the neutral dynamic transport induced by its wind perturbations, and they (the
GWs) do not affect the Na ion chemistry very much. Based on the dispersion relationship described in
section 2.2, the time and altitude variations of GW temperature, horizontal wind, and vertical wind amplitude
are obtained through the aforementioned MFGW polarization relationship that is articulated in Fritts and
Alexander (2003). The simulation shows that, as the GW propagates into MLT, the GW eventually saturates
around 103 km and becomes convectively unstable when its vertical wind amplitude reaches around
0.78 m/s. Above this altitude, the GW experiences decay and dissipation due to the saturation process, triggering considerable increase of kzz. Therefore, below 103 km, the GW contributions to the neutral vertical
transport velocity, vn in equation (3), are mainly through the GW vertical wind modulation, w0 , while above
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Figure 6. The model simulated Na variations under the inﬂuence of a saturated atmospheric medium frequency gravity
wave under standard CTMT tidal modulation. The initial Na background proﬁle is the lidar measured Na density proﬁle
at 3:30 UT on 4 June 2013.

this saturation level, the eddy diffusion process induced by the GW saturation process starts to alter the Na
transport process considerably due to the signiﬁcantly enhanced kzz near and above the saturation level.
The simulated GW effects on Na variations are shown in Figure 6, which indicates a few relatively weak sporadic Na layers from 100 km to 105 km, compared with the lidar observations in Figure 1b, with peak Na density
near 200/cm3. The downward phase progression of the Na layers below 103 km is clearly the indication of the
upward propagating GW that is forced in the simulation in stratosphere. However, the switching of the layer
progression above this altitude is mostly due to dramatic enhancement of eddy diffusion coefﬁcient (increase
from less than 20 m2/s2 to 1,000—7,000 m2/s2) above the GW saturation level that causes big changes (at
105 km 6:20 UT, vertical transport velocity is 0.01 m/s if we only use eddy coefﬁcient from WACCM, but it
changes into 0.11 m/s if the eddy coefﬁcient due to wave saturation is included) in neutral transport velocity expressed in equation (3). From the ﬁgure, the simulated Nas does show some features that are, in general, similar to some of the Nas events observed by the USU Na lidar, as shown in Figure 1b. For example, the
three Nas peaks are getting weaker over time with the strongest one occurring ﬁrst. The switching to somewhat “upward” progression is also observed above the 105 km when the ﬁrst Nas was formed around 5:00 UT.
On the other hand, the simulated peak density is considerably lower than what the lidar measured, only
about 40% to 50% of the observed peak Nas density. The lidar-observed GW perturbations during this part
of the night also appear to be much more complex in temporal and spatial structures than the scheme
adopted in our simpliﬁed GW simulation, implying there are some major GW and/or small-scale dynamic processes missing in the model’s description of the GW. The reconstructed neutral background atmosphere conditions, with the monthly climatological tidal wave, could also underestimate tidal wind magnitudes
considerably in comparison to the real conditions underlying the observed Nas in Figure 1b. Since the tidal
waves tend to have strong day-to-day variability, likely through tidal-planetary wave nonlinear interactions
(She et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2013), this monthly mean tide may not be suitable for the investigation of a speciﬁc Nas case. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the constant Na source function is also a monthly mean
result adopted from WACCM, while it is possible that the meteor input of Na on that day above the western
United States could be much larger than this monthly mean and have considerable temporal variations.
However, the most signiﬁcant defect of this GW simulation is that it is unable to precisely reproduce the interactions between the GW and background ﬂow, including the momentum and energy transfer that are critical
for the neutral transport of all the atmospheric constituents. For example, when the GW propagates upward,
its vertical wavelength will decrease quickly when the meridional wind switches to northward. This would
certainly induce large horizontal wind shear near 110 km, likely causing dynamic instability and the overturning feature in the atmospheric constituents. However, these interaction processes cannot be reproduced in
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Figure 7. The model-simulated Na variations without Na chemistry, under the condition of 5× CTMT tidal amplitude, utilizing (a) 1× kzz (WACCM) and (b) 50× kzz (WACCM).

the current simpliﬁed numerical scheme. Thus, a much more sophisticated GW and atmosphere model would
be needed to fully address GW contributions to formation of these intriguing Na structures in the E region.
3.3. The Roles of Na Chemistry, Eddy Diffusion, and Vertical Wind
To further address the neutral dynamic contributions on the E region Na variations, we set up another
simulation without the Na chemistry under the condition of the 5× CTMT tidal amplitude. This setup also aims
at evaluating the effects by the changing of the eddy diffusion coefﬁcients in E region. The results are shown
in Figure 7a, in which the standard WACCM kzz values are utilized. The simulation shows that, without Na
chemistry, there will be two strong Nas formed near 105 km by the large amplitude tidal wind components:
one occurs from 5:00 UT to 10:00 UT and another occurs from around 12:00 UT to 20:00 UT, which is signiﬁcantly stronger than the one occurring earlier during nighttime, most likely due to overlapping of diurnal and
semidiurnal tide during the afternoon period, causing faster vertical transport velocity. The densities in both
peak regions are larger than those presented in Figure 4b, because there is no Na ion-molecular chemistry
and Na photochemistry to ionize the Na atoms in this setup of the simulation.
Another big uncertainty in the generation of Nas in this model is the eddy diffusion coefﬁcient, kzz, in the E
region. As mentioned earlier, the absolute values and the seasonal variation of kzz are still under debate
and, probably, the biggest uncertainty in this simulation. Here the kzz we utilize so far is adopted from
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Figure 8. The model simulated Na variations with Na chemistry, under the condition of 5× CTMT tidal amplitude, while the
model’s dynamic transport terms include (a) the vertical tidal wind only and (b) the horizontal wind only.

WACCM (Garcia et al., 2007), with values from ~10 to 20 m2/s2. During GW saturation process, however, the
kzz derived from equation (20) is signiﬁcantly larger above the saturation level (around 1,000 m2/s2 to
7,000 m2/s2 in the case described earlier) due to the large amplitude GW prior to its saturation. Thus, in a
separate simulation, still with 5 times the standard CTMT tidal output but without the Na ion-molecular
chemistry, we enhance the WACCM kzz by 50 times to see how a different kzz affects the Nas formation
(Figure 7b). Comparing with the results in Figure 7a where the standard WACCM kzz proﬁle is applied, we
can see that, when the kzz increases, the Na peak density decreases signiﬁcantly in the E region and the
two Nas almost disappear due to increasing downward transport and mixing by the enhanced eddy
diffusion process. This is in agreement with the kzz effect on the Na main layer revealed by Plane (2004),
who also suggested the smaller peak Na density in main layer with larger kzz (see Figure 6a in Plane, 2004).
The net results are the increased kzz and also alter the neutral vertical transport velocity, vn, in equation (3)
and its associated vertical gradient.
The model also provides a tool for us to clarify the contributions from horizontal and vertical transport in the
Na variation, since we can turn off the two transports individually in two separated simulation runs with the
Na chemistry active in the model. It is worth noting that, based on the recent study on tidal wave polarization
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relation at speciﬁc location (She et al., 2016), the tidal wave horizontal wind components are not directly and linearly related to the vertical wind component, implying the tidal horizontal wind transport
and the tidal vertical transport may not be closely correlated at single location. Figure 8a shows the Na variations with Na chemistry
and under 5× CTMT tidal amplitude when only vertical tidal wind
component is included. Compared with Figure 4b, the simulation
results indicate enhancing large-scale Na layer during the second
half of the night that extends above 120 km but the signiﬁcant
weakening of the second large-scale layer in the early afternoon
period. Figure 8b is the same setup, except that only the horizontal
transport components are included in the model. The layer
structure diminishes into merely some extension of the main layer
without much wave structure, except the layer structure due to
Na injection function discussed earlier. This set of simulation results
demonstrate the importance of tidal wave’s vertical wind component in extending the large-scale Na layer structure into the upper
E region.
Since the semidiurnal tide dominates the modulation in the midlatitude E region, its seasonal variation could be related to that of
these large-scale Na layer in the E region. Figure 9a shows the seasonal variation of CTMT vertical wind semidiurnal tidal amplitude
near 105 km, 110 km, 115 km, and 120 km at Logan, Utah. The tidal
amplitudes around these altitudes reach their annual maximum in
Figure 9. (a) Seasonal variations of the vertical wind semidiurnal tidal amplitude
June, except that around 105 km. More importantly, the gradient
and the (b) vertical gradient of the vertical wind semidiurnal tidal amplitude at
of the tidal vertical wind is found to play a critical role in deciding
105 km, 110 km, 115 km, and 120 km, based on CTMT standard tidal outputs at
the temporal and spatial positions of the converging Na, when we
USU location.
calculate the Na mass ﬂux in the vertical direction. The seasonal variation of the semidiurnal tidal amplitude vertical gradient (Figure 9b) indicates that it peaks in May or June at
USU location, depending on the altitudes. Thus, in these two summer months, the Na can be transported to
higher altitudes of E region more easily due to large tidal vertical wind. The tidal vertical wind gradient can
also facilitate the convergence of Na atoms in the E region in these 2 months, especially during the night
when the ionization and photochemistry are weak. In winter months, however, both the amplitude and its
gradient are near their annual minimums. Thus, the Na transport behaviors in the E region in winter are
expected to be quite different to those during summer months. Intriguingly, the Na abundance in the midlatitude E region, along with the occurrence frequency of Nas, was indeed found to be peaking during the
northern hemisphere summer months (Höffner & Friedman, 2004).

4. Summary and Conclusions
By combining the modiﬁed classic Na chemical model with ion-neutral transport schemes induced by tidal
waves and neutral winds in the midlatitude E region, we have simulated the qualitative Na density variations
above 95 km in the month of June. The adopted neutral atmospheric background information are well-tested
model outputs and represent good approximation for climatological condition. The new Na model simulation includes photoionization effects on major ionosphere species, such as NO+ and O2+, which are critical
to Na ion-molecular chemistry in the E region. Overall, we are able to identify generally the inﬂuences of tides,
ion chemistry, and eddy diffusion on the temporal and spatial variations of the Na through this unique Na
model. In addition, using this numerical simulation, we have investigated and discussed the role of medium
frequency GWs in the formation and evolution of Nas in the lower E region. The results of our work can be
summarized as follows:
1. The new Na model is able to reproduce the climatological summer time Na density variation in the
midlatitude E region, demonstrating gradually increasing of Na density during the nighttime due to
the combination of weakening of Na ionization but decreasing Na during the day because of the reversing scheme.
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2. Although the Na ion-molecular chemistry and Na photochemistry mainly work to ionize the Na atoms in
the E region, thus reducing the Na density, the weakening of Na ionization and photochemistry during the
nighttime period, combined with the consistent Na injection due to meteor ablation, can cause Na density
building up throughout the night in E region and peak before the sunrise, when the process reverses.
3. The large-amplitude tidal wave changes the Na density variations in the midlatitude E region considerably
by inducing two large-scale Na layers: one during the second half of the night till sunrise, the other relatively weaker one occurring around noon/early afternoon period. At the same time, the wave also induces
extremely low Na number density centered around 100 km: once during early evening and once more
during late morning period.
4. While the tidal wave contributions to Nas are quite limited due to their large temporal and spatial scales,
large-amplitude GW and the associated dynamic features can indeed generate small-scale Na variations in
the E region, such as Nas. In addition, the signiﬁcant enhancement of eddy diffusion coefﬁcient above the
GW saturation level can change the Nas spatial and temporal structures dramatically.
5. The tidal wind vertical wind component is found to be mainly responsible for the large-scale Na layer
extension into the thermosphere of midlatitude, which likely contributes to the Na layer observed in
the thermosphere above low latitudes as well (Gao et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016), where the tidal wave modulations are much stronger than those near midlatitude.
Although the current model can reasonably reproduce the Na variations in E region using both ion/neutral
transport and chemistry, there are still some important uncertainties that need to be addressed in the future
model development. For example, contrary to the constant value applied in the model, the Na source
function (meteor) could have signiﬁcant day-to-day variation in magnitude and altitude. The GW and the
associated small-scale effects are simpliﬁed in the current simulation, which does not include the important
contribution to the Na vertical transport from the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability induced by large horizontal
wind shear in the lower E region. A 3-D comprehensive simulation that includes comprehensive
horizontal gradient of the winds and full GW dynamics is needed to fully address the GW effects on Na
horizontal and vertical transport. On the other hand, may be even more critical, the lack of robust, consistent,
and reliable measurements of neutral temperature, winds, and their tidal wave components in the E region
limits us from running the model with the most realistic neutral dynamic conditions, limiting the model’s
capability to precisely reproduce all of the observed ﬁne structures of Na variations in E region.
It is also important to acknowledge that our model is only effective in the E region, because the dramatic
increasing temperature with altitude in F region, along with the decreasing pressure, could considerably
affect the chemical rate coefﬁcients of the Na ion-molecular chemistry. For instance, the temperature range
for the rate coefﬁcient of R21 is from 93 K to 255 K and from 93 K to about 200 K for R34 (Cox & Plane, 1998).
Thus, there could be signiﬁcant uncertainties on these reaction rates above ~130 km. Some of the coefﬁcients
would need to be recalculated under higher temperatures and lower pressure conditions to extend the modeling into the upper E region and F region. It is also possible that current Na ion-molecular chemistry theory in
the literature is missing some critical chemical reactions in the thermosphere, leading to less Na production
through Na ion-molecular chemistry.

Appendix A: Na Chemistry in the Ionosphere E Region

Table A1
Chemistry of Na Species in E Region Adopted From Plane (2004)
Number

Reaction

Rate coefﬁcient

Neutral chemistry
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9

R1

Na + O3 → NaO + O2

(1.1 × 10

R2
R3

NaO + O → Na + O2
NaO + O3 → Na + 2O2

(2.2 × 10
)(T/200)
10
(3.2 × 10
) exp(550/T)

R4

NaO + H2 → NaOH + H

(1.1 × 10

R5

NaO + H2 → Na + H2O

(1.1 × 10
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) exp(116/T)

10

9
9

0.5

) exp(1100/T)
) exp(1400/T)
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Table A1 (continued)

Number

Reaction

Rate coefﬁcient

Neutral chemistry
NaO + H2O → NaOH + OH

(4.4 × 10

R7

NaOH + H → Na + H2O

(4 × 10

R8
R9

NaOH + CO2 + (M) → NaHCO3
NaHCO3 + H → Na + H2CO3

R10

Na + O2 + (M) → NaO2

R6

NaO2 + O → NaO + O2
2NaHCO3 + (M) → (NaHCO3)2

R11
R12

10

) exp(507/T)

11

) exp(550/T)

28

1

(1.9 × 10
)(T/200)
13 0.777
(1.84 × 10
)T
exp(1014/T)
(5 × 10

30

1.22

)(T/200)

10

(5 × 10
) exp(940/T)
10
0.23
(8.8 × 10
)(T/200)

Ion-molecule chemistry
9

R20

þ
Na þ Oþ
2 →Na þ O2

R21

Na + NO → Na + NO

8 × 10

R22

Naþ þ N2 ðþMÞ→NaNþ
2

(4.8 × 10

30

R23

Naþ þ CO2 ðþMÞ→NaCOþ
2

(3.7 × 10

R24

þ
NaNþ
2 þ X→NaX þ N2 (X = CO2, H2O)

R25

þ
NaNþ
2 þ O→NaO þ N2

+

+

+

+

NaO + O → Na + O2

R26

+

R27
R28

NaO + N2 → NaN2 + O
+
+
NaO + O2 → Na + O3

R29

NaY + e → Na + Y(Y = CO2, N2, H2O, O)

+



2.7 × 10

29

10

)(T/200)2.2
2.9

)(T/200)

6 × 1010
4 × 10
1 × 10

10
11
12

1 × 10
12
5 × 10
6

(1 × 10

0.5

)(T/200)

Photochemical reactions
2

R30
R31

NaO + hυ → Na + O
NaO2 + hυ → Na + O2

5.5 × 10
2
1.9 × 10

R32

NaOH + hυ → Na + OH

1.8 × 10

R33
R34

NaHCO3 + hυ → Na + HCO3
+
Na + hυ → Na + e

2
4

1.3 × 10
5
2 × 10

1

Units: unimolecular, s
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